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Abstract

The choice of plausible alternatives (COPA)
task requires selecting the most plausible out-
come from two choices based on understanding
the causal relationships presented in a given
text. This paper outlines several approaches
and model adaptation strategies to the Var-
Dial 2024 DIALECT-COPA shared task, fo-
cusing on causal commonsense reasoning in
South-Slavic dialects. We utilize and evalu-
ate the GPT-4 model in combination with var-
ious prompts engineering and the Retrieval-
Augmented Generation (RAG) technique. Ini-
tially, we test and compare the performance
of GPT-4 with simple and advanced prompts
on the COPA task across three dialects: Cer-
kno, Chakavian and Torlak. Next, we enhance
prompts using the RAG technique specifically
for the Chakavian and Cerkno dialect. This in-
volves creating an extended Chakavian-English
and Cerkno-Slovene lexical dictionary and in-
tegrating it into the prompts. Our findings in-
dicate that the most complex approach, which
combines an advanced prompt with an injected
dictionary, yields the highest performance on
the DIALECT-COPA task.

1 Introduction

The choice of plausible alternatives task, intro-
duced by Roemmele et al. in 2011 (Roemmele
et al., 2011), presents a scenario where the model is
required to comprehend cause-effect relationships
from provided input and select the most plausible
outcome from two choices. This task encapsulates
various linguistic aspects, including lexical seman-
tics, syntactic structure, and world knowledge, mak-
ing it a challenging assessment for NLP systems
(Ponti et al., 2020). It is an important benchmark
in the domain of NLP, specifically designed to eval-
uate models’ abilities in causal reasoning and infer-
ence making.

In recent years, the advancement of neural net-
work architectures has led to the creation of a wide

range of neural text representation models (Babić
et al., 2020). Particularly transformer-based mod-
els like BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) and GPT (Rad-
ford et al., 2019), has significantly impacted the
landscape of NLP tasks. Models pre-trained on
extensive text corpora are commonly referred to
as Large Language Models (LLMs). Through this
process, they capture linguistic patterns and se-
mantic connections, enabling them to perform bet-
ter than traditional language models in a range of
NLP tasks. Thus, LLMs have demonstrated re-
markable performance across tasks such as text
classification (Sun et al., 2019; Balkus and Yan,
2022), sentiment analysis (Babić et al., 2021; Be-
liga et al., 2021), paraphrase detection (Vrbanec
and Meštrović, 2023), information spreading pre-
diction (Meštrović et al., 2022), machine transla-
tion (Zhu et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2020), metaphor
generation (Tong et al., 2024), question answering
(Wang et al., 2019), etc.

Evaluating the performance of LLMs in tasks
like COPA remains important to assess their true
capabilities in causal reasoning inference. Further-
more, while LLMs exhibit strong performance in
languages with abundant resources, such as En-
glish, their effectiveness decreases for small(er)
dialects of non-major and low-resource languages
(Kantharuban et al., 2023). Thus, it is important
to explore novel approaches and model adaptation
strategies that may enhance LLMs’ abilities to com-
prehend dialects.

This paper aims to study language understanding
in micro-dialects for moderately-resourced South-
Slavic languages. Precisely, we experiment with
the COPA task in Cerkno dialect (Slovenia), Chaka-
vian dialect (Croatia) and Torlak dialect (Serbia).
In addition, we evaluated some of our approaches
to COPA task on datasets in several languages: En-
glish, Slovenian, Croatian, Serbian, and Macedo-
nian language.

In this work, our focus is on examining and dif-
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ferentiating various methods specifically designed
for the DIALECT-COPA task, with a particular
emphasis on causal commonsense reasoning. The
essence of this task lies in its ability to test mod-
els on understanding causal relationships within
given scenarios, a crucial component of common-
sense reasoning. For instance, consider the premise:
"The girl found a bug in her cereal." In this case,
the DIALECT-COPA task presents two possible
effects: 1) "She poured milk in the bowl," and 2)
"She lost her appetite." The challenge for the model
is to deduce the most plausible effect of the initial
event. While the first option is a neutral action that
could occur in any context of preparing cereal, the
second option directly relates to the discovery of
a bug in the cereal, which would naturally lead to
a loss of appetite. This task not only assesses the
model’s ability to infer logical consequences from
specific events but also its capacity to navigate and
understand nuanced human reactions, thereby eval-
uating its grasp of causal commonsense reasoning
within varied contexts.

We consider and examine four distinct model
adaptation strategies of utilising GPT-4 in the
DIALECT-COPA task as follows.

1. Simple Prompt Engineering for GPT-4:
This initial method involves straightforward sim-
ple prompt engineering with GPT-4, employing an
iterative, 0-shot framework. It serves as our base-
line, testing the model’s innate ability to understand
and reason about the given dialectal inputs without
prior examples.

2. Advanced Prompt Engineering for GPT-4:
Building on the first approach, we introduce ad-
vanced prompt engineering techniques that incor-
porate explicit reasoning instructions. This method
enhances the model’s capacity for logical deduc-
tion and causal inference, aimed at improving its
performance on the task.

3. Simple Prompt Engineering with Retrieval-
Augmented Generation (RAG): The third strategy
extends the simple prompt engineering approach
by integrating the RAG technique. This imple-
mentation includes an expanded lexical database,
featuring 11,000 Chakavian and 4,000 Cerkno lexi-
cal entries, to facilitate deeper understanding and
generation capabilities in these dialects.

4. Advanced Prompt Engineering with RAG
for GPT-4: Our most sophisticated approach com-
bines advanced prompt engineering, reasoning in-
structions, and RAG (see Fig. 1). This comprehen-
sive method leverages the expanded dictionaries —

comprising 11,000 Chakavian and 4,000 Cerkno
lexical items — and integrates reasoning instruc-
tions to optimize the model’s performance on the
DIALECT-COPA task by enhancing its reasoning
capabilities and dialect understanding.

Augmenting GPT models with dialect dictionar-
ies represents a strategic enhancement aimed at
enhancing LLMs’ efficacy in dialect-rich linguis-
tic environments. This augmentation approach, by
integrating dialect-specific lexical resources into
the model’s pre-training regimen, is designed to
elevate the model’s comprehension and operational
performance across varied linguistic landscapes.
Such a strategy not only promises improvements
in understanding diverse dialects but also champi-
ons the cause of inclusivity and accuracy in natural
language processing applications.

To complement this augmentation strategy, we
incorporate a novel self-referral grading task. This
mechanism serves as an internal feedback loop, en-
abling the model to assess its own performance and
adapt more effectively to the nuances of different
dialects. This framework showcases a pioneering
blend of dialect augmentation and self-evaluation
capabilities, setting new approach for adaptability
and accuracy in processing dialectical variations
within LLMs.

2 Experiment Setup

2.1 DIALECT-COPA Shared Task

The DIALECT-COPA task, a component of the Var-
Dial 2024 shared tasks, presents a unique challenge
in understanding causal relationships within sce-
narios expressed in various South-Slavic dialects
(Ljubešić et al., 2024; Chifu et al., 2024). The
task involves selecting the most plausible outcome
from two options provided, based on the compre-
hension of causal connections embedded within
the context of these dialectal variations. This task
aims to explore and evaluate models’ capabilities in
reasoning across different South-Slavic languages
and dialects, emphasizing the nuanced linguistic
differences and their impact on reasoning abilities.

Within the task, participants are presented with
datasets containing sentences written in South-
Slavic dialects, along with adequate annotations of
sentences designed to probe the understanding of
causal relationships within these linguistic contexts.
The datasets encompass a diverse range of dialects,
namely Cerkno, Chakavian, and Torlak. This broad
representation of dialects enables a comprehensive
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Figure 1: Framework whick inlude advanced prompt engineering and Retrieval Augmented Generation using
external data incorporated in dialect dictionaries.

examination of how language variations influence
the interpretation and identification of causal con-
nections within the given scenarios. In addition, the
organizers have provided several datasets in various
languages, such as English, Slovenian, Croatian,
Serbian, and Macedonian, annotated specifically
for the COPA task. These datasets can be utilized
for training and validating the proposed models,
enhancing the robustness and versatility of the so-
lutions developed.

To address the complexities of reasoning within
dialectal contexts, participants are required to an-
alyze the provided sentences and discern the un-
derlying causal relationships. This task challenges
participants to navigate the linguistic intricacies in-
herent in South-Slavic dialects, such as variations
in vocabulary, syntax, and grammatical structures,
which may impact the interpretation of causal con-
nections. By engaging with dialectal variations,
participants have the opportunity to explore the in-
tersection of language diversity and causal reason-
ing, thereby contributing to a deeper understanding
of how linguistic differences shape cognitive pro-
cesses.

Taking the example: The girl found a bug in
her cereal. is translated in Croatian (Hr): Djevo-
jka je pronašla kukca u žitaricama., in Croatian
dialect Chakavian (Hr-Ckm) as: Mlada je našla
neko blago va žitaricah. with options: 1) Nalila
je mlijeko u zdjelicu. (Hr) and Nalila je mlieko
va škudelico. (Hr-Ckm) (She poured milk in the
bowl.), or 2) Izgubila je apetit. (Hr) Je zgubila
tiek. (Hr-Ckm) (She lost her appetite.) In this anal-
ysis, the primary challenge revolves around the
semantic ambiguity inherent in language transla-

tion, exemplified by the Croatian noun kukac and
its Chakavian dialect translation blago. The term
"blago" in Standard Croatian predominantly con-
notes "treasure" and, to a lesser extent, "cattle". It
is notably perplexing to encounter its use in the
Chakavian dialect where it assumes the meaning
"bug".

This example highlights the broader linguistic
issue of polysemy—where a single word has multi-
ple meanings depending on context—which poses
significant challenges for accurate translation and
understanding. Such ambiguities are especially pro-
nounced in dialects and regional languages, which
may not be sufficiently documented, thereby com-
plicating the task of linguistic models like Large
Language Models (LLMs) in processing and inter-
preting such data accurately. For instance, with no
data implying the meaning "bug" the reasoning is
guided in the direction of misleading translation
The girl found a treasure in her cereal. with no
meaningful connotation to the either of two causal
options, which often leads to phenomenon referred
as AI semantic hallucination. This situation under-
scores the necessity for enhanced data inclusivity
and sophisticated contextual analysis capabilities
in language processing technologies.

2.2 Datsets
We use several available datasets annotated for the
COPA task: (i) COPA-HR for Croatian language
(Ljubešić, 2021), (ii) COPA-SR for Serbian lan-
guage (Ljubešić et al., 2022b) and (iii) COPA-MK
for Macedonian language (Ljubešić et al., 2022a).
In addition, we also used data sets for the corre-
sponding dialects, Chakavian from Croatian, Cer-
kno from Slovenian and Torlak from Serbian, as
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well as a data set for the English language.
All datasets use the Latin alphabet, but for the

Macedonian and Serbian languages, as well as for
the Torlak dialect, we used a dataset written in
Cyrillic. The statistics of the distribution of exam-
ples into sets for training, validation and testing are
shown in the Table 1.

Table 1: Datasets distribution for languages and South-
Slavic dialects.

Lang./Dialect Train Val. Test

English 400 100 -
Slovenian 400 100 -
Croatian 400 100 -
Serbian 400 100 -
Macedonian 400 100 -
Cerkno Dialect 400 100 500
Chakavian Dialect 400 100 500
Torlak Dialect 400 100 500

2.3 Prompt Engineering

Prompt engineering has emerged as a valuable tech-
nique for improving the effectiveness of LLMs
(Reynolds and McDonell, 2021). This method
leverages task-specific instructions to expand
model capabilities without altering the core model
parameters.

In this research, we explore various strategies
to formulate prompts to Generative Pre-trained
Transformer 4 (GPT-4) (OpenAI et al., 2023) for
the COPA task. In the first step, we experiment
with the 0-shot learning approach defining a simple
prompt and iterating it across all examples in the
datasets, for all languages. Here is the prompt used
for generating responses in the simple version.

This is a reasoning task
with statement in {language} language.
Given the PREMISE = {premise}
please determine {question} of the PREMISE,
choosing between two statements
offered in choices:
CHOICE1 = {choice1}
or
CHOICE2 = {choice2}
Format response in JSON format
with keys:
index:{index}, label: integer(range: 0-1).

Next, we pursue the 0-shot learning approach
further by providing more comprehensive instruc-
tions that incorporates reasoning on the causal re-
lationships within the given sentences. We extend

the previous prompt (simple prompt) to advanced
prompt with a following instruction:

This is statement in {language}.
Based on the PREMISE = {premise}
please determine what could be
the plausible {"cause"|"effect"}
of the PREMISE,
choosing between two choices:
CHOICE1 = {choice1}
or
CHOICE2 = {choice2}
Reason about this problem step by step.

Again, we iterate the advanced prompt across all
examples in the datasets, for all languages.

In this approach we were able to analyze the rea-
soning process in the LLM, as well as the elements
guiding the erroneous decision in the system. For
instance, in the example with the girl and the bug
in her cereal, the reasoning in English is correct:

"Finding a bug in one’s cereal is generally an
unpleasant and unexpected experience that could
lead to a loss of appetite. The presence of the
bug would likely overshadow the normal routine of
adding milk to the cereal, as the discovery would be
off-putting and could cause disgust. Therefore, it
is more plausible that the effect of finding a bug in
her cereal would be that she lost her appetite rather
than her continuing with the meal preparation by
pouring milk into the bowl."

However, the Chakavian reasoning explanation
is plagued with wrong translation of nouns bug
(Chak. blago) and appetite (Chak. tiek). The GPT4
reasoning is as follows: "The premise ’Mlada je
našla neko blago va žitaricah’ translates to ’The
young woman found some treasure in the cereals’.
Neither of the choices directly relate to finding
treasure in cereals. However, CHOICE_0 ’Nalila
je mlieko va škudelico’ translates to ’She poured
milk into a bowl’, which could be indirectly related
to cereals as one might pour milk into a bowl of
cereal. CHOICE_1 ’Je zgubila tiek’ does not seem
to be related to the premise as it translates to ’She
lost a thread’, which has no apparent connection to
finding treasure or cereals. Therefore, CHOICE_0
is selected as it has a weak indirect connection to
the premise.".

Consequently, without a comprehensive resolu-
tion of the lexical concepts embedded within the
sentence, the effectiveness of the reasoning prompt
in facilitating accurate comprehension and analy-
sis is significantly diminished. This highlights the
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critical need for precise semantic interpretation to
ensure that cognitive processing mechanisms can
effectively engage with and extrapolate meaningful
insights from the textual content presented.

2.4 Retrieval-Augmented Generation

In the next step, we propose an approach that com-
bines prompts using GPT-4 and RAG techniques
for dialect processing. RAG is a general-purpose
fine-tuning technique which combines pre-trained
parametric and non-parametric memory for lan-
guage generation (Lewis et al., 2020). This ap-
proach has shown promise through the integration
of knowledge from external databases, resulting in
improved accuracy and credibility of the models,
especially for tasks requiring substantial domain
knowledge (Gao et al., 2023). It also facilitates
ongoing knowledge updates and the incorporation
of domain-specific information.

Within the framework of the DIALECT-COPA
task, we utilized an external knowledge base,
specifically, a dictionary of the Chakavian dialect
and a dictionary of the Cerkno dialect (we could
not find a freely available version of the Torlak di-
alect dictionary). By including dialect dictionaries
as external knowledge into the model we enhance
our model’s understanding of this linguistic variety.

The cornerstone of the Chakavian dictionary dic-
tionary is the work of Cvjetana Miletić (Miletić,
2019), which catalogues approximately 10,800
words, predominantly from the Kastav region in
Croatia. In addition, an online version of the Cer-
kno dictionary called Ana Mičken’s zbíerka crk-
lajnskih besít1, was used as a source of external
knowledge for the Cerkno dialect. This dictionary
contains about 4000 lemmas with corresponding
descriptions and some linguistic examples of us-
age.

In dialectal dictionaries, in addition to lemmas
and corresponding definitions, we also found deter-
minants about the meaning and grammatical cate-
gory of words. However, we expanded the dictio-
naries in order to offer as much external knowledge
as possible to the model. Thus, we expanded the
dictionaries to have the following determinants:
lemmas in original dialectal form, lemmas trans-
lated into English, examples of use, examples of
use translated into English, definitions, expanded
definitions and suggestions of use offered by GPT.

We thus proceeded with broadening definitions

1https://www2.arnes.si/ supmrazp/zbirkacb.htm

and examples of usage within the Chakavian and
Cerkno contexts, as well as facilitating automatic
translations into English. The prompt used for ex-
panding the dictionary examples was structured as
follows:

Given a dictionary entry "{line}",
expand the definition and provide usage
examples in {language_dict},
with the source lexeme in {language_source}.
Format the response in JSON, including:
'definition': A string containing
the expanded definition,
'GPT_suggestion_of_use':
Two examples of usage in {language_source},
'source_nd_translated':
The source lexeme translated into English,
'example_of_use_translated':
Usage examples translated into English.

This methodology was designed to enrich the
dictionary and augment GPT-4’s ability to compre-
hend and utilize terms and expressions unique to
the Chakavian dialect.

Dictionaries containing linguistic data from the
Croatian Chakavian and Slovenian Cerkno dialect
were processed using a Retrieval-Augmented Gen-
eration (RAG) approach. The process began by
transforming data into a CSV format for ease of
manipulation and analysis. Following data importa-
tion, specialized Recursive Character Text Splitter
tool in Langchain library was employed to segment
the text into manageable parts, enhancing the han-
dling and vectorization of the data, using the chunk
size 200 characters with 50 characters overlap.

The segmented data was then vectorized using
an embedding function that facilitated the creation
of a persistent vector store in a Chroma database.
This vector store serves as a retriever, enabling
the efficient retrieval of vectorized text segments
based on their semantic content. This setup was
designed for integrating the enriched dictionaries
with advanced language models, thereby allowing
for more contextually aware processing and gener-
ation of text based on the Chakavian and Cerkno
dialect, respectively.

Enriched dictionaries were used as context in
conjunction with the first two previously described
prompt strategies (simple prompt engineering strat-
egy and advanced prompt engineering strategy) by
inserting the whole enriched dictionary into the
prompt.

This is a reasoning task
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with statement in {language} language.
Using aditional knowledge
about the {language} language
from the provided dictionary in the
{context}, answer the following
Question:{question}

By introducing retrieval augmentation approach,
we further evaluated the model’s performance on
the DIALECT-COPA task.

In addition to the augmentation approach, we
introduced a self-referential grading aspect into
the prompt. This mechanism establishes an in-
ternal feedback loop, empowering the model to
autonomously evaluate its own performance. By
integrating this self-referral aspect, the proposed ap-
proach provides a deeper insight into the reasoning
procedures within the DIALECT-COPA task. For
this purpose, we define a specific prompt in which
we instruct the model to translate the premise and
choices into the English language using the dialect
dictionary. And then we instruct the model to pro-
vide a reasoning for the choice it made. The prompt
is formulated as follows:

Translate the premise and choices using
the dictionary knowledge in the {context},
especially if the connection of the
premises and choices is apparently weak,
or you do not understand the phrase or
word and the choices.
Provide a reasoning for the choice
you made.
Assess your certainty in a range 0-1.
Format response in JSON format with
keys: index:{index},
label: integer(range: 0-1),
reasoning: str,
certainty: float (range:0-1).

The inclusion of a self-referential grading mecha-
nism called certainty within the prompt is using the
model’s autonomous evaluative capabilities with
a potential to elevate its ability to introspect and
rationalize decision-making processes. Although
we did not proceed with the feedback mechanisms
based on these values, this approach can be further
developed as a framework for the development of
more self-aware and adaptive language processing
systems in future linguistic research.

3 Results

The initial measurement for English, Macedonian,
Serbian, Slovenian, and Croatian was performed

on the training data2 to serve as an orientation and
provide an initial insight into the success of the
GPT-4 0-shot approach. The performance of the
dialects (Chakavian, Cerkno and Torlak) was also
measured on available training datasets. Thus, the
baseline performance of the GPT-4 model was ob-
tained for all languages in their standard variant, as
well as the baseline values for 3 dialects.

The left part of Table 2 shows the model ac-
curacy results for the GPT-4 0-shot with simple
prompt (left) and GPT-4 0-shot with advanced
prompt framework (right). The results are shown
in 3 columns in both cases. The first column con-
tains the measured values for the classification task
where the question is cause, the second column
shows the accuracy when the question is effect, and
the third column presents a question-independent
accuracy (i.e. accuracy on average).

As expected, in the 0-shot - simple prompt vari-
ant, but also in the 0-shot - advanced prompt vari-
ant demanding iterative reasoning, the model for
the English language achieves the highest accuracy
(96% and 98.3% on average, respectively). This
is expected given the large amount of English lan-
guage data available to train the model in contrast
to the availability of data in other languages. Unex-
pected, the success of the model in Slovenian and
English is identical in the 0-shot - simple prompt
variant.

If we consider the 0-shot - simple prompt cases
in more detail (left part of the Table 2), two ob-
served facts are interesting. First, the other lan-
guages are not far behind the results for English
and Slovenian. English, and Slovenian reaches an
accuracy on average 96%, while all other languages
are below that, but none are below 91%. They are
behind by a small number of percentage points.
Second, the differences in results with respect to
the examination of cause or effect do not oscillate
drastically. The differences are up to 4 percent-
age points in all cases, except for the Croatian and
Serbian, where the deviation is approximately 6 or
8%. Third, also expected, the results for dialects
are significantly worse than the results of the same
languages in standard varieties. 4% worse for Ser-
bian, 18.3% for Croatian, and even 31.7% for the
case of Slovenian.

Unexpectedly, slightly worse results are
achieved in the case where the baseline for GPT-4

2training and validation data are available at
https://github.com/clarinsi/dialect-copa/?tab=readme-ov-file
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Language Dialect Alphabet GPT-4 0-shot - simple GPT-4 0-shot - advanced ∆

Cause Effect Avg Cause Effect Avg

ENG - Latin .98 .941 .96 .985 .98 .983 +.0225
MCD - Cyrillic .934 .896 .915 .894 .931 .913 -.0025
SRB - Cyrillic .965 .881 .923 .939 .936 .938 +.015
SRB Torlak Cyrillic .894 .871 .883 .828 .881 .855 -.0275
SLO - Latin .98 .941 .96 .904 .921 .913 -.0475
SLO Cerkno Latin .621 .663 .643 .581 .604 .593 -.05
CRO - Latin .97 .916 .943 .965 .901 .933 -.01
CRO Chakavian Latin .748 .772 .76 .677 .629 .653 -.1075

Table 2: Achieved results in terms of accuracy for GPT-4 0-shot - simple promt (left) and GPT-4 0-shot - advanced
prompt (right) in terms of accuracy representing the baselines for English, Macedonian, Serbian, Slovenian and
Croatian as well as Torlak, Cerkno and Chakavian dialects. The delta column (∆) indicates the average change in
accuracy, and refers to the average difference in accuracy achieved by the andvanced and simple prompts.

0-shot are prompted with more sophisticated
prompt (right part of the Table 2) against plain
0-shot. This is the case for Macedonian (-0.2%),
Croatian (-1%), and Slovenian (-4.7%). However,
the results are favorable for Serbian (+1.5%
improvement) and English (+2.3% improvement)
when sophisticated reasoning is prompted. Al-
though small, a positive change in the performance
of the advanced prompt relative to the simple
prompt is evident for English (+.0225) and Serbian
(+.015) in the last column of the Table 2, where ∆
indicates the average accuracy difference between
the advanced and simple prompts. A positive value
indicates the advantage of advanced prompts over
simple prompts.

The preliminary results and findings from this
study provide initial evidence that further investi-
gation into sophisticated causal reasoning is war-
ranted, given its modest improvements in accu-
racy. This suggests potential benefits that could
enhance understanding and application in related
fields. Moreover, it gave us a strong indication
that the model needs an external source of di-
alect knowledge and the need to apply the RAG
paradigm to augment the model’s ability to more ef-
ficiently handle a dialect it was not initially trained
for.

Therefore, in Table 3 experimental results based
on advanced prompt engineering which includes
iterative reasoning and the RAG approach were
presented only for dialects. Test data prepared for
the DIALECT-COPA shared task were used (Chifu
et al., 2024; Ljubešić et al., 2024) .

Results in terms of accuracy for upgrading the

Approach Cer. Cha. Tor.
GPT-4 0-shot-simple .664 .774 .894
GPT-4 0-shot-advanc. .608 .664 .806
GPT-4-augm-simple .688 .76 -
GPT-4-augm-advanc. .708 .764 -

Table 3: Results in terms of accuracy for 4 different
approaches: (1) GPT-4 0-shot - simple promt, (2) GPT-
4 0-shot - advanced prompt, (3) GPT-4 augmented with
external knowledge for Cerkno and Chakavian dialect,
and (4) GPT-4 augmented with external knowledge for
Cerkno and Chakavian dialect and advanced prompt
engineering.

basic 0-shot technique with an iterative reasoning
prompt (GPT-4 0-shot-advanced) did not yield fruit-
ful results. The success of such an approach for all
dialects recorded a negative effect, namely -5.6%
for Cerkno, -8.8% for Torlak and -11% for the
Chakavian dialect.

Augmentation of the model with external knowl-
edge (GPT-4-augm-simple approach) from the di-
alect dictionaries for Chakavian and Cerkno man-
aged to improve the accuracy of Cerkno to 68.8%,
which is 2.4% better than the initial 0-shot. How-
ever, this was not the case for the Chakavian dialect.
One possible reason for this outcome is the incom-
pleteness of the dictionary and lack of polysemous
definitions. For example, there is no relation of
the Chakavian word blago to suggested English
equivalent bug. Therefore, one way to improve this
process would require a better dictionary resources,
or even a different way of representing the poly-
semous nature of lexical networks, such as using
lexical graphs (Ban Kirigin et al., 2022; Perak and
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Kirigin, 2023).
Finally, with RAG and prompt engineering

that requires sophisticated reasoning (GPT-4-augm-
advanced), progress is made in both dialects. With
such an approach, Chakavian still lags behind the
basic 0-shot approach, but Cerkno reaches 70.8%,
which is 4.4% more successful than the initial 0-
shot.

Experimental findings suggest that the advanced
prompt in our study tends to underperform when
dealing with languages and dialects that are less
familiar to the GPT-4 model. This observation
is further substantiated by the statistical measure
of Pearson’s correlation, which explores the rela-
tionship between the simple prompt and the delta
(∆)3. The correlations for all languages are nega-
tive. The most pronounced values are observed for
English with statistically significant correlations
(r = −.7655, p = 3.1040 × 10−78, α = .05) and
Serbian (r = −.6202, p = 6.9432 × 10−44, α =
.05), which is expected given their positive aver-
age delta values (refer to the rightmost column in
Table 2). Correlation values are also negative for
all other languages, but significantly lower, and ex-
tremely low for dialects (although for Chakavian
and Cerkno are not statistically significant).

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose and compare several
model adaptation strategies for DIALECT-COPA
task. We combine prompt engineering and RAG
techniques to enhance the dialect understanding of
GPT-4 model.

Research indicated that sophisticated causal rea-
soning has slight advantages in accuracy, suggest-
ing the need for further investigation. The model
requires external dialect knowledge and the ap-
plication of the RAG paradigm for more efficient
handling of dialects for which it was not initially
trained. The enhancement of the basic 0-shot
method with iterative reasoning did not produce
significant results, negatively impacting Cerkno
and Chakavian dialects. The model’s augmenta-
tion with external knowledge from Chakavian and
Cerkno dialect dictionaries increased Cerkno’s ac-
curacy to 68.8%, a 2.4% improvement over the
initial 0-shot. Lastly, employing RAG and prompt
engineering that demands complex reasoning led

3Delta (∆) represents an absolute value that is calculated
as the difference in accuracy achieved by a advanced and
simple prompt.

to improvements in both dialects. Although Chaka-
vian still trails the basic 0-shot method, Cerkno
achieves an accuracy of 70.8%, marking a 4.4%
improvement over the initial 0-shot.

The top achievements of our UNIRI team, as
detailed in this paper, hold the second position
overall when oposed with the outcomes reported
by other teams in the DIALECT-COPA Task on
Causal Commonsense Reasoning, a part of the Var-
Dial Evaluation Campaign 2024. Specifically, for
the Cerkno dialect, we achieved the second-best
result using a simple prompt, with an accuracy
of .774. In the case of the Chacavian dialect, we
obtained the third-best result by combining an ad-
vanced prompt with reasoning and the RAG ap-
proach, achieving an accuracy of .708.

The main contribution of this paper is the pro-
posed approach, which utilizes prompt engineering
alongside the RAG technique. In this method, RAG
facilitates enhancements by integrating Chakavian
and Cerkno dictionaries into the prompt. During
testing, we showcased that prompts augmented
with RAG outperform those without RAG on the
Cerkno test dataset. To the best of our knowledge,
this represents the first attempt to integrate dialect
dictionaries into RAG with the objective of address-
ing the COPA task focused on causal commonsense
reasoning in South-Slavic dialects.

Future work will be concentrated on extend-
ing these methods to encompass other dialects
and tasks akin to COPA. This includes exploring
the adaptation of similar approaches to additional
South-Slavic dialects and extending the application
to a broader spectrum of tasks requiring nuanced
linguistic understanding and reasoning abilities.
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